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HARRY STEPHENS BUECHE
Tank Dutchy" "Fats"

Ktiights of Columbus
A^ I« £« E»
Phi Kappa Pi
Dean's Committee (4)
Captain Fraternity Basketball Team
Radio Club

Ij UR admiral first einbarKed qn the sea-faring career but the Fates that
^^ control destines decided tiiat Harry was t(H) good to waste in a mere
Najvy, with a possible death by water. After our Uncle Sam had graduated,
endorsed, and certified Harry as an honest-to-goodness product of Annapolis,
the Fates just switched his course about 180° north, and wisely steered him
into Villanova. In place of finding ranges and apply ballistic corrections so

as to be sure to shoot somebody, "Tank" is now expending his energies in

"crawling around in the aJr-gap" and cliasing the elusive electron. All of

which means that Harry is going to be an Electrical Engineer.
Harry has been witli us for only a very short time, and we have learned

much about him, but unfortunately they are all good things we found out.

He has been so industrious that liis weaknesses have quite eluded our spying
eyes. But there must be a girl in the case somewhere for Harry gets mail
regularly, that is not from Sis or Brother.

Despite his late arrival, Harry immediately plunged into class and college

activities. He has already very ably served on several class committees, and
to him was assigned a very considerable portion of the work in publishing
Belle-Air, and to him goes much of the glory.

We have it directly from Annapolis that his favorite hobby is eating

pretzels for brain f(X)d, hut vigilant as we are, we could not discover any
indulgence in that particular sport except on the trip to I.ebanon Valley
College.

But "Dutchy" did play basket ball for us. The Engineers were able to

capture the Inter-Fraternity championship chiefly by his work.
We hope that the Fates will continue their good guidance of Harry, we

only regret that they did not bring him to us earlier. Life has somewhere
stored up many kilo-watts of happiness and success and our wish is for a

quick transmi.ssion of all this to you.


